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WHAT IS THIS?

DESIGN
Sunstained was influenced by the following games:

INTRODUCTION
Sunstained is a game about the
the present. You play a
community as they try to
survive in a world experiencing
catastrophic climate-change and
crumbling authority.
Over the course of 2-4 hours you
will make decisions about your
community, attempting to balance
between population, culture,
sustainability, and happiness.
Events will happen that will
challenge you and your
tribe. Some things may
be out of your hand.

• Apocalypse World
• The Quiet Year
• Blades in the Dark
This is a map-making story-game with elements of
progression tied to a community sheet.
Upgrading facilities improves the statistics of the community,
which are called upon for dice rolls depending on the prompts
generated by playing cards from the Oracle.
Unlike The Quiet Year, chance plays a role in the outcome of the
story.
It is possible that your community may not make it, either
through the choices you make or through sheer bad luck.

This game was created for Applied Hope: The Solarpunk &
Utopias Jam in the summer of 2021. The game asks you what
does a sustainable civilization look like, and how do we get
there?

MATERIALS
You will need the following to play:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2-4 Players
A blank surface to draw a map
Some notecards
A deck of playing cards
Two six-sided dice
Different colored pens, pencils, or
markers
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Touchstones of the genre include:
• Living with climate change as an inevitability.
• Reimagining uses for existing infrastructure.
• Emphasis on radical self-reliance and DIY culture.
• Rejection of cultural norms, systems & authority.
• Exploration of green energy sources.
• Equilibrium with the natural environment.
For more information on Solarpunk:
• Center for Science and the Imagination at Arizona State University
• Solarpunk: Post-Industrial Design and Aesthetics by Eric Hunting
• Universitas: Solarpunk Aesthetics by Dustin Jacobus
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OPTIMISTIC • GREEN • CLIMATE • SURVIVAL • UTOPIA

GENRE

You may not make it.

content
This game is designed to simulate the immense challenge of
building a cohesive community.
This game is built with rules that allow you to express your
unhappiness with the direction of the community. If your
community is too unhappy, it will eventually fall apart.
By default, this is the only safety tool in this game. You may
however wish to play with additional safety tools to avoid
harm. We recommend the following:
• Lines and Veils.
• X-Card.
• Open Table.
Remember you don’t have to play if you don’t want to.

HOW TO PLAY
To form a community, you must learn how to work together.
You are free to make your own choices.
Your role is to be honest to yourself and the fiction of the game.
Express yourself through the rules. If you are happy, celebrate.
If you are disappointed, dissent.
If you stay silent, do not expect things to change.
Sometimes, the game asks you to interpret the Oracle by
drawing a card. When this happens, all you have to do is
answer the corresponding question it asks.
If you are asked to roll dice, use the outcome of the roll to
frame the fiction: if your Community lost, -1 Population, what
does that look like?
Use your imagination to tell the story. This is how we play.
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THE GAME
This page provides a step by step breakdown on how to
play a game of Sunstained.
C. CYCLE
1.
2.
3.
A. SETUP
1. Prepare the Play Surface. Make
sure you are in a comfortable
space with all you need.
2. Choose an Environment. Draw
in the first broad strokes of your
map.
3. Apply Climate Change. Fill in
more details on the map.
B. DEFINE
1. Select a Community. Choose
between a Commune, Colony, or
Riders.
2. Build the Community. Each
player adds one Facility.
3. Create an Authority. Draw them
a headquarters.
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4.

Take Action. Scout, Gather, Build,
Celebrate, or Dissent.
Draw a Card. Follow the
instructions on the Oracle and
advance the fiction.
Pass the Turn. Repeat Explore
with different players until all four
Aces are drawn.

DRAWING ON THE MAP
This game asks you to draw on a shared map. When drawing,
don’t overthink it. A rough sketch and maybe a label is all you
need to denote a new location. If it helps, try drawing on the
notecards!
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THE ENVIRONMENT

SKETCHING THE MAP

Think of an environment you’d like to set your game in. This can
be a specific place like a city or region, or abstracted to more of a
general type of environment. If it helps, use the following table for
inspiration:

Now let’s go around clockwise, starting from the oldest player,
drawing a detail on the map each. Think broad strokes at first. If
you’re stuck, maybe try adding one of the following:

W HE R E D O W E E X PLORE?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SWAMP
ISLAND
MOUNTAIN
COASTAL
DESERT
URBAN
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A body of water.
A trail or road.
A landmark or monument.
A ruin or waste site.
An area of civilization.
A preserve or outgrowth.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
The world is undergoing rapid climate change.
As a group, discuss what extreme climate conditions the part
of the world you’ve decided to play in is experiencing. Think
about the types of natural weather phenomena that occur in that
environment and amplify them by a magnitude of ten.
What does the land look like now?
What changes has the adverse weather brought?
Go around clockwise, adding a detail of climate change that is
reflected on the map. This can either be the effects of climate
change or the things that we as humans produce that cause the
phenomena.
Think about a charred forest, flooded levies, broken sewer pipes,
a mountain of washed up plastic, or other events from your own
experience.
If you’re stuck, try using the following table for inspiration:

WHA T HA S THE S U N
WR OU GHT?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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WEATHER
HUMANITY
BIODIVERSITY
DISEASE
TOXICITY
WASTE
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THE AUTHORITY
Next, we’re going to think of an Authority that has control over
the environment.
The Authority is not necessarily evil or antagonistic. It’s like any
governing system in the world that is rapidly changing.

WHO CONTROLS THE EARTH?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BUREAUCRACY
TRIBAL
REGIONAL
JUNTA
MILITIA
CENTRAL

When you have decided on an Authority, discuss where its
headquarters should be. This can be a city, station, post, town, or
whatever makes sense.
When you are ready, draw the Authority Headquarters on the
map.

the community
The last stage of setup before the game can begin is to form the
Community. To do so, decide on a Community Sheet located on
the back of the book.
Each Community Sheet is a self-contained reference sheet that
should be placed near the map.
Once you have chosen a Community, fill out the details on the
corresponding sheet. Draw the community’s location on the map.
Once you’re done, you’re ready to begin play!
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THE MECHANISMS

FACILITIES

STATISTICS

Facilities determine the statistics of your Community. By
default, Facilities are unbounded, meaning you are free to
define what kind of buildings or infrastructure your community
might contain.

The state of your Community is measured through its Population,
Culture, and Sustainability.
POPULATION
Population determines how large the community is and how much
it can get done. When your population increases, you are able to
gather more supplies per turn.
CULTURE
Culture determines how cohesive and in touch with humanity
your community is. When your culture increases, you are able to
generate more happiness.

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability measures how resilient and incorporated your
community is to the environment around it. When your
sustainability increases, you are able to build Facilities quicker.

At the beginning of the game, your Community comes with a
number of Facilities equal to the amount of players. Below are
some examples of what type of Facilities might be:
POPULATION
Population Facilities tend to be ones that house people or
facilitate transportation. Some examples might include:
DORMITORY, TENTS, RVs, or E-BIKES.
CULTURE
Cultural Facilities tend to celebrate the arts or humanities.
Some examples might include:
FORUMS, SCULPTURES, MONUMENTS, or MURALS.
SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainable Facilities tend to protect against or incorporate the
environment in some way. Some examples might include:
LEVIES, WINDMILLS, HYDROPONIC FARMS, or ALGAE WALLS.
When thinking of Facilities, let your imagination run wild.
Dream of a better tomorrow and create your ideal utopia.

building

rolling dice
Some cards in the Oracle will ask you to Roll +Stat. When doing
so, roll six-sided dice equal to the statistic of your Community
Sometimes the card will specify which statistic and sometimes
you will have a choice. Doing so represents a challenge facing
the Community, with the outcome determining how your
Community reacts.
The higher your statistics, the stronger your Community is.
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Building Facilities requires Supplies equal to the tier of the next
statistic your Community is trying to achieve.
For instance, if you wanted to increase your Culture from 2 to 3, you
would need to spend 3 Supply to build the new Cultural Facility. If
you wanted to increase your Culture from 3 to 4, you would need to
spend 4 Supply and so on and so forth.
The rate at which you can expend Supplies per turn is equal to
your Sustainability rating.
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ACTIONS

HAPPINESS

During your turn, you may take one
of the following actions:

In order to thrive, you must ensure that your Community is content. Your
morale and overall unity is measured through Happiness.

S C O U T - When scouting, come up
with a new location or pick one on
the map. Draw it on the map and
tap into your imagination. You gain
Supply equal to your Population.

Your Community begins with 0 Happiness.

B U I L D - When building, play
Supply to construct Facilities.
Facilities cost Supply equal to the
tier upgrade. You may build as
much Supply as is equal to your
Sustainability per turn.
C E L E B R A T E - When Celebrating,
enact or describe a scene that shows
the Community happy together.
What are they doing? You gain
Happiness equal to your Culture.

Happiness can be influenced through Celebrations, Dissent, and as an
outcome of certain cards from the Oracle.
If your Community reaches -5 Happiness, the next Ace is automatically
played on the next player’s turn.

SUPPLIES
Supplies are used to build Facilities and are scavenged through the Gather
action and sometimes as an outcome of certain cards from the Oracle.
Your Community begins with 0 Supplies.
When you you come across Supplies you may describe what they are.
Write it down on a card near the board.

D I S S E N T - When Dissenting,
enact or describe a scene that
shows a member or group of the
Community dissenting. What are
they doing and why? You lose 3
Happiness when you dissent.

ACTIONS WITH 0 STATS
There may come a time when your
Community finds itself with 0 in a
particular statistic. In cases like these,
roll 2d6 and take the lowest.
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“

THE COMMUNITY

A community is a social group sharing an environment,
normally with shared interests. In human communities, intent,
belief, resources, preferences, needs, risks and a number of
other conditions may be present and common, affecting the
identity of the participants and their degree of cohesiveness.

”

New World Encyclopedia

In Sunstained, your community is shared by all of the participants of
the game, represented by the community sheet placed in the center
of the table where all players can see.
This section contains the rules and flavor for three different types
of communities:
The Commune
Outsiders returning to a simple way of life.
The COLONY
An experimental testing bed of science.
The RIDERS
Wanderers of the Earth.
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the commune
You’ve rejected the establishment in favor of a simple way of life.
Your beliefs bind you, yet you’ve been labeled as radical or worse
from those who don’t understand. You strive towards a utopian
ideval, a rearrangement of society to reckon with the challenges of
an inequitable world.
Can you lead by example in a fragmented world, or will your
egalitarian ideals crumble under adversity?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What beliefs does your Commune celebrate?
What role does spirituality play in the Commune?
What aspects of society does your Commune reject?
How does the Authority persecute the Commune?
How does your Commune rear children?
What article of clothing characterizes members of your
Commune?

Caucus
Your Commune strives to live up to utopian principles. As an action, you
may hold a discussion amongst the Community. When you do so,
make a brief statement or point of discussion.
The other members of the Community may respond in turn with their own
brief statements, points of discussion, or follow up questions.
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THE colony
If we can build it, we can fix it. You’ve been sponsored or drafted
into a planned society, built around the cutting edge.You and your
compatriots believe in hope and the power of science. Many from
the outside are skeptical of The Project, even more are jealous or
outright hostile of your intentions.
Will you prove them right, or will the experiment succeed?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What organism does the Colony model its structure on?
What adaptation is the Colony built upon?
How are members selected into the Colony?
What does the Authority have over the Colony?
Why do so some resent the Colony?
What restrictions does The Colony impose?

Science
The Project is adapted to withstand the toughest conditions.
You begin the game with:
+2 Sustainability Facilities and 5 Supply.
Science Facilities count as Cultural Facilities.
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THE RIDERS
Everywhere is home, so long as you have family. You are
wanderers on the fringes of society. You don’t care much for the
company of outsiders, but you’re loyal to yours and yours alone.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is your banner?
What do you ride?
What is your motto?
Where do you go? (Draw it on the map.)
Who are you in trouble with? (Draw it on the map.)
What do you herald? (Think silently.)
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Nomads
As Riders, you draw your Community on a separate notecard. Place it on
the map as your token.
After every cycle of play, the group decides where to ride next. Never stay
in the same place for too long. Keep moving.
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Figures
2◆
Who leads the Community?
2♣
Someone returns to the Community. Who? Where were they?
2♥
Someone leaves the Community after issuing a dire warning.
Who? What is the warning?
2♠
An official from the Authority is sympathetic to the Community.
Who is it and how do they show their support?
ECONOMY

THE ORACLE
1.

3◆
What aspects of the Authority are crumbling or dysfunctional?

To setup the Oracle, first separate the Aces.

2. Shuffle the remaining deck of cards into four equal
piles.
3. Place the Aces into each of the four decks.

For a shorter game, place the Aces closer to the top of the
pile.
For a longer game, place the Aces closer to the bottom of the
pile.
You can also customize the Oracle according to your play
preferences. For convenience, the deck is organized by
category.
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3♣
What goods does your Community produce?
3♥
How is labor divided in the Community? How are animals integrated
into the Community?
3♠
How are things repurposed and reused in the Community?
CONFLICT
4 ◆♣♥♠
Conflict! Who is at odds and over what? Roll +Culture. Narrate
what happens.
On a 6+, the conflict is resolved peacefully.
On a 4-5, the conflict left one side happier than the other.
On a 3-, the conflict left the Community drained. -2 Happiness.
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nature

authority

5◆

7 ◆♣♥♠

Nature has reclaimed part of this land. Mark a new location on the
map. What has been reclaimed and by what?

The Authority imposes its will upon the Community. Do you resist?
If so, Roll +Choose.

5♣
Yet another example of how we got here. Mark a new location on
the map. What signs of human pollution are left behind?
5♥
Nature grows wild over civilization here. Mark a new location on
the map. What has been reclaimed and by what?
5♠
What invasive species now makes its home in this environment?

On a 6 you succeed. What happens?
On a 4-5, choose one of the following:
The Community loses 2 Supply.
The Community suffers -1 Happiness.
The Community loses 1 Facility.
On a 1-3, all three of the above happen. If you choose not to resist,
choose two of the above.
Narrate what happens.

art

fortune

6 ◆♣♥♠

8◆
The Community calls for reform. What practice is argued over?

Your Community decides to express itself by creating Art. What is
it that they create? Roll +Culture.
On a 6, the Art is beautiful.

8♣
What cultural practice or ritual unifies your community?

On a 4-5, the Art is a little shoddy but endearing.

8♥
You see a good omen. What is it?

On a 3-, the Art is abandoned before it’s finished.

8♠
You see a bad omen, what is it?

Draw the Art on the map.
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fate
9◆
A faction decides to splinter off from the Community. Why did they
leave?
9♣
A sudden death occurs in the Community. Who dies? How does
the Community mourn?
9♥
The Authority discovers something. Mark a new location on the
map. What are they hiding? How does the Community find out?
9♠
A body is discovered. Do people recognize who it is? What
happened?

festival
J ◆♣♥♠
The day has come to celebrate! What is the ceremony, when is it
celebrated and how? Roll +Culture.
On a 6, the celebration is a success! Gain 5 happiness..
On a 4-5, the celebration left more questions than it answered. Gain 3
happiness, and choose one of the following:
The Community loses - 1 Population.
The Community loses - 1 Culture
The Community loses - 1 Sustainability
On a 3-, the festivities are a disaster. All three of the above happen.
Describe what happens.

i / o

Weather

10 ◆
You come across a band of nomads. What do they ride and what is
their symbol? Draw them on a postcard and place it on the map.

Q ◆♣♥♠

10 ♣
Your Community has come up with its own unique vernacular.
What’s a phrase used to express approval? What’s now a
commonly used insult?
10 ♥
What is a Taboo subject among the Community? How did it become
so? What are the consequences for bringing it up?
10 ♠
How do denizens of your Community communicate with the
outside world?
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The Weather’s acting up again. Roll +Sustainability.
On a 6+ your Community holds up. Describe the Weather and how
your Community sustains itself during its onslaught. Describe what
happens.
On a 4-5, choose one of the following:
The Community loses 2 Supply.
The Community suffers -2 Happiness.
The Community loses 2 Sustainability.
On a 3-, all three of the above occur.
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Refugees
K ◆♣
A group of refugees arrives at your settlement. You may turn them
away or try to incorporate them. If you decide to incorporate them,
Roll +Population.

the gospel
A◆
How does word of your Community spread? The Authority decides
to investigate. Roll +Choose. Describe what they witness. Narrate
the scene.

On a 6 you gain 1 Population. Describe how your community integrates
the refugees.

On a 10+ you impress the Authority and they give you a wider berth
to conduct your activities. Gain 3 Supply.

On a 4-5, gain 1 Population and pick one of the following:

On a 7-9 the Authority imposes. Choose one of the following:

Your Culture goes down 1. Describe how the newcomers weaken the
bonds of the Community.
Your Sustainability goes down 1. Describe how the newcomers disrupt
the environment.
Your Happiness goes down 2. Describe who is upset.

-1 Facility
-3 Supply.
-3 Happiness.
On a 6-, all three of the above happen.

On a 3- gain 1 Population but all three of the above occur. Describe
what happens.
raiders
K ♥♠
Someone arrives with ill intent. What do they want and how do
they try to get it? Give them what they want or Roll +Choose.
Describe how the Community resists.
On a 6 you manage to drive away the militia without violence.
Describe how.
On a 4-5, choose one of the following:

the horseman
A♣
How does word of your Community spread? The Authority decides
to investigate. Roll +Choose. Describe what the Authority witnesses.
On a 10+ you impress the Authority and they give you a wider berth
to conduct your activities. Gain 3 Supply.
On a 7-9, choose one of the following:

You lose 1 Facility.
You lose 2 Supplies.
You lose 2 Happiness.

The Authority shuts down one of your Facilities. Describe why and
reflect the statistic.
The Authority cites you for a violation of the law. Describe what and
lose 3 Supply.
The Authority upsets members of your Community. -3 Happiness.

On a 3- all three of the above happen. Describe what happens.

On a 6-, all three of the above happen.
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the end
A♥
The Authority has completely collapsed. Anarchy reigns for 60 days
and nights.
Roll +Sustainability. On a 10+, your Community is spared. Otherwise
three facilities are destroyed. Change your stats before the next roll.
Roll +Population. On a 8-7+ your Community is able to take care of
the mass influx of refugees. On a 6-, anger erupts in your Community
as the death and sickness pile on, -5 Happiness, -2 Population.
Roll +Culture. On a 7+ your Community holds together and leads others
to a brighter tomorrow. On a 6-, divisions sow and the Community is
forever marked for the worse.
On a 6-, all three of the above happen.
Dear Gamer,
at last
A♠
This is it. The big one. Climate apocalypse. The worst weather any
of you have ever seen.

If you made it this far thank you. If you have had a
chance to play Sunstained, we are humbled. This game
was made in the summer of 2021 while the COVID-19
Delta Variant burned across the world.

Roll +Sustainability. On a 7+, your Community is spared. One a 6-,
three facilities are destroyed. Change your stats before the next roll.

Even in such times as ours, humanity’s attention turns
to the challenge of our future.

Roll +Population. On a 7+ your Community is able to take care of the
mass influx of refugee. On a 6-, anger erupts in your Community as
the death and sickness pile on, -5 Happiness, -2 Population.

Everyday news of unprecedented disaster, dwindling
resources, and bickering politicians unfolds as humanity
acclimates to a world where climate change is an
inevitably that cannot be stopped, only mitigated.

Roll +Culture. On a 7+ your Community holds together and begins
rebuilding. On a 6-, infighting turns into violence. -2 Population, -4
Happiness.

Such are the stakes of the present.
May experience shape the future to come.
- Ray & Vince
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